
THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS

0.1 INTRODUCTION
r^m

Pintupi is a suffixing language with almost free word order. Bound

and independent pronouns distinguish singular, dual and plural in

first, second and third person as well as an inclusive/exclusive

distinction in first person.

rporated in the verb. Instead,

bound pronouns are attached to the first declmabl
of the clause. Noun phrases marked with syntactic

ronouns

nouns and indeoendent pronouns

pattern
em but the bound pronouns

Mood of the clause is signalled by a suffix on the verb.
The indicative and interrogative . moods are manifest with past,
present and future tenses. A punctiliar/continuous distinction
occurs with four of the seven moods. There are four conjugation
classes.

Other spellings for the language name found in the literature
are, Pintubi, Bindubi, Bindubu, Bindabu, Bindibu.

Wurm (1972:127) classifies Pintupi as belonging to the Pama-
Nyungan Family, Wati Subgroup. Its reference number in Oates and
Gates (1970) is 56.2ak.

Much of the material used in sections 1 and 2 of this paper

is contained in * Pintupi Phonology' by Hansen and Hansen (1969).

The authors are particularly grateful for access to an early draft

of 'The Core of Walmatjari Grammar' by Joyce Hudson (in press)

during the writing of this paper, especially Sections 3-7. Valu-

able help in writing these sections was gained from Pitjantjatjara

Grammar by Glass and Hackett (1970). Early analysis was greatly

assisted by access to Introduction to the Western Desert Lan

by W.H. Douglas (1964)"] These last two publications refer to a

dialect of the Western Desert Language which is closely related to

Pintupi but vrfiich has numerous grammatical and vocabulary differ-

ences.
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This paper was prepared with the assistance of a concordance

of Pintupi text material produced by a joint project of the

Oklahoma University Research Institute and the Summer Institute

of Linguistics which was partially supported by Grant GS-1605 of

the National Science Foundation.

Although many Pintupi people contributed the data Which is

contained in this paper, two men, Johnny Yangkatja Tjupurrula and
Tjampu Tjapaltjarri worked many hours patiently giving examples
of various grammatical functions and meanings. Without the will-
ing help of these men the production of this grammar would not

have been possible. We wish to acknowledge also the assistance of
Joyce Hudson and Dr George Huttar of the Summer Institute of
Linguistics in providing helpful comments and guidance. Mark de
Graaf of the Alice Springs Community College has kindly provided
a map with notes of original Pintupi country. The authors value
this authoritative contribution. We are also indebted to
Professor R.M.W. Dixon and Dr. B.J. Blake for considerable time
spent in editing this manuscript.

In some sections of this paper the tagmemic model has been

used for analysis, but for the description as a whole no specific

theoretical model has been followed. This material has been

prepared with the non-linguist or laymen in mind. Linguistic

terminology has been kept to a minimum so the volume can be as

useful as possible to the language learner in the field. The

table of contents is detailed and includes the Pintupi morpheme
for ready reference. Not all the facts of Pintupi are included

in this paper. However Sections 1 to 8 contain the core of Pintupi

phonological and grammatical material. Control of these eight

areas with adequate vocabulary would give a good speaking ability

in the language.

Pintupi has essentially five parts of speech: Nouns (see

3.00), Verbs (6.00), Verb Modifiers (6.50), Sentence/Clause mark-
ing words, i.e., (tjinguru 'maybe'), (pirinypa 'like'), (kutju
'only'), (wiya 'negative') and expletives, (yaka 'oh'), (yuwa
'yesM, (puu 'agreement').

There are approximately 1000 speakers of Pintupi living at
Yayayi, Papunya, Haasts Bluff, Docker River and Yuendumu settle-
ments in the Northern Territory and at Wiluna and Balgo Hills
Mission in Western Australia.
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Some Pintupi and Luritja children and yoving adults having
learned to read English at school, have transferred their literacy
skills to reading Pintupi. Very few adults above the age of 25

are literate, never having had the opportunity of going to school.
Several adult literacy classes have been conducted by the Summer
Institute of" Linguistics and a range of Pintupi literacy material
has been produced. Much of this material was produced for a

children's bilingual education programme commenced among the
Pintupi in 1974 by the Department of Education. Many post primer
.booklets have been written by literate aborigines at Papunya and
Yayayi

.

Avoidance Speech is very much a part of everyday life.
Some details of this speech form are given under the term 'Close
Relation Speech' Pintupi Dictionary by Hansen and Hansen (1974)

page iv-vi

.

0.2 PINTUPI AND RELATED DIALECTS

The dialect situation between Pintupi (at Yayayi, Papunya and
Yuendumu), Luritja (at Papunya and Yuendumu) , Kukatja (at Balgo
Mission), Pitjantjatjara (at Ernabella) and Ngaanyatjarra (at
Warburton Ranges), has been anything but clear. Attempts have
been made to ascertain the degree of mutual intellegiblity by
cognate counting. Unfortunately the multiplicity of synonyms in
Western Desert dialects, and the taboo system of avoiding the use
of words similar to a dead person's name, complicates the results
of any such cognate counting. Hordelects, or vocabulary used main-
ly by particular family groups, multiply the number of synonyms
used in any one community. Many of these family vocabulary terms
may have been traceable to distinct dialects in the past before
the era of settlements. However today many use synonyms which are
not their own, and are very frequently unable to say to vrfiich

dialect the term originally belonged.

To further complicate the picture of the relationship
between the above mentioned Western Desert dialects, the responses
to questions regarding sameness or difference between dialects is
often misleading. For example, if you ask a Papunya Aborigine who
claims to be Luritja if the talk at Yayayi is the same as his,
these are some of the responses: 'Yes, we all speak the one talk',
'No, it is a different talk.', 'It is the same, a little bit
different.

'
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Sometimes the only difference recognised by the Aboriginal
speaker is a difference of synonyms. What he means, is that they
don't speak his family synonyms and therefore don't speak his
language, although he and the other parties may understand each
other perfectly. Sometimes considerable differences in grammati-
cal forms are highlighted by the speaker as reasons supporting
vrfiat he feels are differences. On the other hand other speakers
regardless of considerable grammatical and/or vocabulary differ-
ence will say they speak the same language.

0.21 Traditionial Pintupi Country.

Explanatory Notes Accompanying the Sketch Map of

Pintupi Country (by Mark de Graaf)

The sketch map, showing the traditional location of Pintupi

speakers, is based on field work carried out in the general area

since 1962 and particularly during 1974-1977. This work, involv-

ing mapping of the uninhabited areas usually referred to as the

"Western Desert" in anthropological terms, has been in progress

since 1957. Thus far, large portions of the Great Sandy and

Gibson Deserts have been covered as well as minor sections of the

Great Victoria Desert.

Accurate information on the boundaries of the local land-
owning groups was obtained by conducting vehicle traverses accom-
panied by Aboriginal men vrfio had lived in the area before contact.
These traverses could not be confined to the few access tracks in
the region but had to be supplemented by cross-country traverses.
The vrfiole area shown on the map has been visited, except the
region to the north and north-east of Lake Mackay. Gaps of up to
40 km still exist. '

Boundaries and localities were mapped on the Australian
Topographical series 1:250,000, using dead reckoning, triangulation
and spot recognition methods. The latter were aided by the use of
aerial photos.

In the case of each local group's country the ownership has been
established and the genealogy of the group has been or will be
recorded.

For the purpose of the sketch map, the language spoken by
each landowning group was considered. The sum-total of the
country owned by groups claiming to speak 'Pintupi' is shown
enclosed by the hatched area. The hatched area itself indicates
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the approximate location of group areas whose owners are said by

Pintupi to be 'mixed', that is, they speak a mixture of Pintupi

and the neighbouring tongue. This situation is possibly a result

of more intensive contact between such neighbouring groups,

including intermarriage.

Subsequent cross-checking of the information with neighbour-
ing groups confirmed this linguistic boundary. For instance, from
a Pintupi perspective the groups on the eastern boundary (say,
between Lakes Mackay and Hopkins) are said to speak Pintupi-
Mayutjarra, they are 'mixed' in terms of language. From the
Mayutjarra perspective, the same groups are said to speak Mayut-
jarra-Pintupi.

This concept of a linguistic boundary being a wide diffuse

area, where people speak a mixture of two neighbouring tongues,

appears to be constant throughout the Western Desert, and possibly

beyond. This is not to be confused with the ability of some people

to speak a third or even more dialects or languages. It must also

be stressed that a linguistic boundary as a wide strip of country

in terms of this discussion should not be confused with the more

precise boundaries of local group-owned land. The sketch map dif-

fers markedly from that provided by Tindale (Tindale, 1975 p. 235).

Tindale's western boundary of the Pintupi coincides roughly with

the eastern boundary of the Pintupi on my map.

There is some agreement between the sketch map and Meggitt's

map (Meggitt, 1962:5,6), but Meggitt's map lacks detail for an

adequate comparison and appears to be inconsistent. Language-names

(like 'Pintupi') occurr side by side with terms denoting a group's

major totemic affiliation, like ' Gunggawarra ' and 'Malubidi',

(Meggitt, 1962:6).

The definition of local group and linguistic boundaries in the
Western Desert has been a problem and few researchers have commit-
ted themselves to specifics. It is suggested here that vehicle
traverses covering the area to be mapped is the only reliable
method of arriving at a reasonably accurate map, vrfiether it is to
show linguistic or local group boundaries or indeed other territ-
orial divisions.
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0.22 Historical Influences.

Although it is difficult to reconstruct accurately at present,

the following is something of the historical setting of some of the

above-mentioned dialects. Hundreds of Pintupi speakers were still

living a traditional nomadic existence in the Gibson and Great

Sandy Deserts as late as the 1930' s. They lived within the area

outlined on the sketch map of traditional Pintupi country (see

0.21). Europeans and other aborigines from the north travelling

on camels entered the central area and many family groups decided

to go north and settle at Balgo Hills. A Roman Catholic Mission

was established in 1939 amongst these people. They were referred

to by the Walmatjari and other northern language speakers as

Kukatja 'Those who used the word (kuka) ' (kuka means 'meat'). As

was the pattern at other settlements, some stayed at Balgo for a

short time then returned south again on their nomadic wanderings -

returning to Balgo later. After several visits they eventually
settled there, and few ever visited their central desert home

again

.

About this time others from the central desert area went to

Wiluna, Warburton Ranges (to live along side the Ngaanyatjarra)

,

Haasts Bluff, Papunya and Yuendumu. Many families after coming in

to Haasts Bluff in the 1930 's returned again to their relatives in

the central desert. Then, after a period, these families with

others returned to Haasts Bluff. Eventually as a result of

Lutheran missionaries and other Europeans visiting their desert

home, all the remaining Pintupi went into Papunya between 1956 and

1962.

Moving from their traditional country the Pintupi passed
through the country of the 'Mayutjarra' people, also called
'Ngalia' and 'Kukatja' . These people inhabited the country east

of Pintupi country to the western border of Aranda country, a lit-

tle to the west of Haasts Bluff.

At Haasts Bluff and later at Papunya the Pintupi lived
together with the Mayutjarra and a few Aranda, Wailbri and Pit-
jantjatjara or Pitjapitja people.
The separate linguistic groups usually lived in separate areas
surrounding the settlements, but nevertheless learned a good deal
of each other's languages and dialects.
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Over these years the term Luritja was used of the Mayutjarra
and the Pintupi families who had gone to Haasts Bluff and surround-
ing settlements in the 1930' s. In later years at Papunya the term
Pintupi was used to refer only to the Pintupi who had arrived
during the 1956-1962 period, earlier arrivals are still called
Luritja. Children whose Pintupi parents had moved to Haasts Bluff
before 1956-1962 and who had grown up on the settlement refer to
themselves as Luritja. This generation of people is now speaking
Pintupi which has grammatical forms and vocabulary associated with
Mayutjarra and surrounding languages. This mixture of grammatical
forms and vocabulary is the Luritja dialect. Some people prefer
to be known as Luritja, even though linguistically they speak
Pintupi, because the term Luritja has connotations of higher social
status

.

Pitjantjatjara and Pitjapitja have had extensive influence
on Luritja. Many Luritja speakers use Pitjantjatjara present and
past continuous tenses. The Pitjantjatjara free pronoun series is

used in Luritja, mixed with the Pintupi bound pronoun series.
Many Pitjantjatjara vocabulary items are used by Luritja speakers.
Aranda and Wailbri although not mutually intel legible with the

Western desert dialects Pitjantjatjara, Pintupi and Luritja, have
had noticeable influence on Luritja. No grammatical borrowings
from Wailbri have been noted.

However numerous vocabulary borrowings are evident. Many Aranda
vocabulary borrowings are used in Luritja and several grammatical
borrowings as well. An example of the grammatical influence of
Aranda on Luritja is seen in the verb forms in Chart 1, which
follow Aranda more closely than they follow Pintupi. The different
participant marker (-la) of Aranda is used in Luritja following
the present/continuous and past/punctiliar suffixes on the verb
stem, in the same pattern as Aranda. Alternative Luritja forms
with the same meaning are enclosed in brackets.



Aranda Influence on Luritja. CHART 1.

'He is sitting'



0.24 Variations Within Pintupi

From a linguistic point of view Mayutjarra can generally be termed
Eastern Pintupi. There are a number of vocabulary differences
between Mayutjarra and other Pintupi dialects, but very little
grammatical difference.

Speakers of the Western dialect of Pintupi are sometimes
called (Mulyati Ngurrara) . (Those belonging to the (Mulyati)
spear country) . Many of these people now live at Yayayi and at

Balgo mission. They are often referred to as the 'Real Pintupi'

by other Aborigines at Papunya. This is the dialect which is

described in this grammar.

South Pintupi dialect speakers were situated closer to

Warburton Ranges but had much social contact with the Western
dialect group. South Pintupi dialect speakers are now living at
Yayayi, Warburton Ranges and Dock6r River.

North Pintupi dialect speakers are sometimes called (Kanti

Wangkatjarra) . They had a lot of social interaction with the

Western dialect group. Many of these people live at Balgo Mission,

Yuendumu and Yayayi. The above-mentioned dialects of Pintupi are

mutually intelligible with no major grammatical differences. Some
vocabulary differences exist, but these are minimal.

The dialect of the Kukatja people at Balgo comes from both
Western and Northern dialects of Pintupi. Kukatja as it is spoken

at Balgo is amazingly unaffected by Walmatjari and other northern

languages. The form of English loan words and words used to

describe European objects, appear to be the major area of vocab-
ulary difference between Kukatja at Balgo and Pintupi at Yayayi.

Kukatja Pintupi English

ruutpa ruuta road

kariya walypala vdiiteman

marru waa^a house
puliki puluka bullock
rapitu rapita rabbit
tiitupaka tintupaka tin-of-tobacco
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0.25 Comparison of Grammatical Features

The following chart displays many of the grammatical differences

between the Western Desert Dialects discussed in this section.

Alternative forms are enclosed in brackets. Not all the possible

variations of Luritja forms are included, only the most frequently

used form. This chart is followed by a series of descriptions
vrfiich supplement the chart. These descriptions and comments are

tied into the chart by the number on the left hand side of the

chart. The following abbreviations are used in the descriptions.
Pin = Pintupi, Lur = Luritja, Ngaany = Ngaanyatjarra, Kuk - Kukatja
and Pitj = Pitjantjatjara.



A Comparison of Western



Desert Dialects. CHART 2

Pintupi



Pronouns and Conjunctions

1 S 2 The free form first person singular pronoun is the. same for

each dialect. However no case distinction is made in Lur and Pitj

when the pronoun functions as the nominative subject of an intrans-

itive verb or the ergative subject of a transitive verb.

3 S 4 As with the first person singular free form pronoun no case
distinction is made in Lur and Pitj, when the second person sing-

ular free form pronoun functions as the nominative or ergative
subject. Pin has another form of the second person free form pro-
noun ( nyurra- )

.

5 £ 6 Kuk and Pin have a free form first person plural pronoun
which is marked for case. The Lur and Pitj first person plural
free form pronoun belongs to a complete series of free form pro-
nouns which are not marked with case. The series of pronouns is

not found in Kuk or Pin. Ngaany singular free form pronouns are
pluralised by adding a bound plural pronoun.

7 £ 8 The conjunction (palunya) usually occurs with ergative and
nominative case markers in Ngaany, Kuk and Pin. No case distinc-
tion is made on the Lur and Pitj (paluru)

.

9 The conjunction (palunya) changes to (palula) in Lur before
the relator (-tjanu) or (-nguru 'origin').

Case Suffixes

10 • Place names in Ngaany, Lur and Pitj are marked with locative
(-la); Kuk and Pin use (-ngka).
11 The Ergative marker (-lu) in Ngaany, Kuk and Pin fluctuates
with (-ngku) in Lur and is (-ngku) in Pitj.
12 The projected reason form for a noun is (-ngkamarra) in Kuk
and Pin, (-ngkatarra) in Ngaany, (-tjipingka) in Lur and (-ngkata-
warra) in Pitj.

Relators

13 The relator (-tjanu 'origin') in Kuk occurs in Ngaany and
Pin; however the Lur, Pitj form (-nguru) also fluctuates with
(-tjanu) in Ngaany and Pin.
14 When the relator (-tjanu) or (nguru 'origin') follows a
place name the locative (-la) precedes the relator in Ngaany, Lur
and Pitj.
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15 The punctiliar nominalised form of the verb followed by
the relator (-tjanu 'origin') is the same in Ngaany, Kuk, Pin, but

has different forms both in Lur and Pitj. Each of these forms

differs slightly according to the verb class concerned.
16 The relator meaning 'negative' has three forms, (-maralpa)

in Ngaany, (-pani) in Kuk and Pin and (-wiya) in Pitj. Luritja
uses both (-pani) and (-wiya). The nominaliser (-nytja) may drop

out in Lur and Pitj.
17 The relator (-kitja .'intention' ) ^s the same in each dia-
lect. The nominaliser (-nytja) of Ngaany, Kuk and Pin becomes
(-ntji) in Pitj and drops out in Lur.

Verbal Affixes

18 The nominalised verb is followed by the different partic-
ipant marker (-ngka) in all dialects. The nominaliser (-ntja) of
Kuk and Pin is (-nya) in Ngaany and Pitj. Lur uses both forms of
the nominaliser. It also uses two forms of the different partic-
ipant marker (-la) and (-ngka).

19 The continuous aspect nominalised form of the verb followed

by the different participant marker is the same in Kuk and Pin.

The nominaliser is different in Ngaany and Pitj. In this situation
Luruses-the present tense morpheme.
20 The projected reason marker is (-tjakumarra) in Kuk and Pin,

(-tjakutarra) in Ngaany, (-tjakutawarra) in Pitj and (-tjipi) in

Lur. Cf. 12.

21 The hortative mood suffix (-nytjaku) in Kuk, Pin, Lur and
Pitj is (-tjaku) in Ngaany.
22 The present tense morpheme is (-in) in Kuk and Pin, (-nyi)

in Lur and Pitj and (-la) in Ngaany. (-la) is the participle
form for all dialects.
23 The unit action morpheme is (-ti) in Ngaany, Kuk and Pin,

and (-kati) in Lur and Pitj. Regardless of the class of the verb
(-kati) is always the unit action morpheme in Lur and Pitj, whereas
it only occurs with (la) class forms in the other dialects.
24 The imperative continuous form (-ma) is the same in each
dialect.
25 The past continuous form (-ma) is homophonous with the
imperative continuous form in Ngaany, Kuk and Pin, but it is (-ngi)
in Lur and Pitj.
26 The intermittent continuous form is (-rayi) in Ngaany and
(-ri) in other dialects.
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27 The subjunctive mood morpheme (-mara) in Kuk and Pin is

(-ma) in Ngaany and Pitj.

28,29,30 All words in Ngaany, Pin and Kuk commencing with (y) drop
this initial consonant when used in Lur and Pitj.

A series of free pronouns built on the first and second
person singular free pronouns is used in Pin and Kuk. Ngaany has a
slightly different set. These free form pronouns are suffixed with
bound pronouns to express dual, inclusive and exclusive categories.
Lur and Pitj have a different series of free form pronouns which do
not mark case. Free form pronouns are commonly used in Lur and
Pitj with a limited usage of bound pronouns. Pin, Kuk and Ngaany
use mainly bound pronouns with a limited usage of free form pro-
nouns .

In conclusion, acknowledging that each dialect has vocabulary
items vrfiich are not used by others but nevertheless are now widely
understood by speakers of other dialects, the following comparisons

seem to be valid on grammatical grounds. Kukatja (at Balgo) and

Pintupi are almost completely mutually intelligible. Ngaanyatjarra
differs significantly but has a high degree of mutual intelligibil-

ity with Pintupi and Kukatja. Luritja has a high degree of mutual
intelligibility with Pitjantjatjara, but both share a lesser degree
of mutual intelligibility with Pintupi . Luritja speakers have
learned to understand Pintupi £ind vice versa. Because of their
close proximity, there is a high degree of understanding between
speakers of both dialects at Papunya, Haasts Bluff and Yuendumu.

Data for this dialect comparison was gained from the fol-

lowing sources: Ngaanyatjarra (Glass and Hackett 1970). Kukatja:

twenty tape-recorded texts taken from different Kukatja speakers

at Balgo Mission by the authors in October 1975. Father A. Peile

of Balgo Mission also assisted in allowing perusal of his Kukatja

texts and grammatical material. Pintupi: Authors' material.

Luritja: Authors' material. Pitjantjatjara. An unpublished

Grammar of the Ernabella Dialect 'Pitjantjatjara Grammar and

Phonetics' by Ernabella Mission. Mayutjarra: Authors' materials.

Aranda: Material provided by Rev. J. Pfitzner of Hermannsburg.
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